SCE Vegetation Management
Partnering with your community
Keep your city safe
 Trees growing or blowing into energized power lines
pose a significant fire threat in both urban and rural areas.
 When utilities perform regular maintenance, it helps reduce safety hazards.
 Trim smarter – help us protect against unqualified workers near energized lines.
State law allows only qualified line clearance trimmers to perform tree work
within 10 feet of power lines.
Help avoid electrical outages
 Falling trees can lay across wires and even tear down
utility lines.
 Palm trees, which have fronds that can grow and blow
unpredictably, are a significant source of tree-related outages.
Promote Right Tree, Right Place
 Help save your city time and money by following SCE’s Right
Tree, Right Place program.
 Tall, fast-growing trees should not be planted near utility lines.
 Often time trees are planted to cover poles and wires,
requiring frequent and extensive trimming maintenance.
 Efforts are underway to educate tree sellers and landscapers to help them make informed tree selections.
Keeping our facilities clear for maintenance, inspection and infrastructure replacement
 Trees near utility poles can block access for inspection and climbing. When poles are replaced, often times
nearby trees must be heavily pruned and even removed.
 Underground utilities are impacted as well. Roots can grow into and displace padmounted and subsurface
equipment.
High fire areas and impacts of wind
 Santa Ana winds regularly impact tree canopies throughout our service territory. Keeping a close eye on fire
sensitive areas is key to our safe operations. In fire-prone areas, more maintenance trimming is required.
 Our proactive tree program aims to remove dead, dying and diseased trees before they impact our electrical
system.
How you can learn more
 Contact your SCE Local Public Affairs Manager to put you in touch with the SCE Utility Arborist assigned to
your specific city.
 Residents should call us at 800-655-4555 if they have safety questions about trees on or around their
properties.
 Visit sce.com/safety and click on the Power Lines & Trees link.
 Questions related to Bark Beetle program concerns can be directed to: 800-640-3652.

